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ABSTRAKT
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to nízkonapěťový zesilovač a komparátor. Vyvýjený kód je popsán pomocí vývojového 
diagramu.
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ABSTRACT
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INTRODUCTION
Main Objective
On completion of this project we aim to build development version of a anemometer. In 
a first approach, the anemometer will be capable to measure wind speed in only one 
axis. After that, the anemometer should be redesigned to could measure speed of wind 
in 2 axis to show wind speed as a vector. Our final solution could include some basic 
correction  of  measured  wind  speed.  Temperature  sensor  also  could  be  included  to 
correct  airspeed  and  improve  precision.  This  should  serve  as  a  basis  for  further 
development of other projects of this kind.
Description of Probe
We will use Murata ultrasonic sensors and a Cortex-M3 LM3S8962 evaluation platform 
by Texas Instruments. We can generate PWM signals in the built in microcontroller 
PWM generator.   This signal could then be amplified  and transmitted  by ultrasonic 
transmitter. Then the signal will be received with a delay on an ultrasonic receiver. This 
delay  is  the  base  for  wind speed  calculation.  The signal  on  the  receiver  has  to  be 
adjusted to be suitable for the analog-digital converter and comparator. We will create 
microcontroller  software  which  will  use  microcontroller  peripherals  and  which  will 
proceed signal data. At the end results of measurements will be printed on evaluation 
board screen.
1
1 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
How it was said, the calculation of wind speed is proceed on a knowledge of time delay 
between sensors.  We can expect  time delay on non windy conditions  based on this 
equation:
(2.1)
where  d[m]  is  distance  and  c[m/s]  is  airspeed.  Distance  between  sensors  is  a 
constant, but airspeed should be corrected to a concrete atmospheric conditions [1].
1.1 Correction of speed
Airspeed is dependent mainly on a temperature. If we know the air temperature T[°C] 
between sensors, we can correct airspeed according following equation [1]:
(2.2)
There is another weak dependence on an air humidity. The correction is based on 
knowledge of amount H2O in grams per cubic meter. The increase of water molecule in 
the air cause increase of airspeed. Then we have to correct our measured temperature 
and use the corrected temperature in a calculation above (2.2). [1]
         (2.3)
where a[g/m3] is an amount water in the air. With an air temperature of 20°C is the 
measured temperature with 100% relative dampness about 2 K higher. [1]
1.2 Time delay in windy conditions and wind speed
A sound is a wave it is affected by the movement of the transmission medium, in air the  
wind. The wind affects the sound wave making it going slower or faster. So in equation 
(2.1) we have to add variable which represent speed of wind v[m/s]. In case of less time 
delay is obvious that airspeed is increased by a speed of wind. When vector of wind 
speed is same oriented like direction of sound propagation, we obtain the equation [1]:
    (2.4)
When the vector  of  wind speed has  opposite  direction  than  propagation  of  the 
sound, there will be increase of time delay. In this case we can suppose that the wind 
speed in the equation  (2.4) is negative.  We can adjust this equation to just calculate 
2
speed of wind:
  (2.5)
If will we measure in 2 axis, we would obtain x-axis wind speed and y-axis wind 
speed. Then absolute value of wind speed will be:
                (2.6)
The direction of the wind could be calculated as angle  between x-axis and vector 
of wind speed. With knowledge of arcs tangent function, we can write the equation:
    (2.7)
where  is positive. With  negative, we simply increase result by 180°.
1.3 Measured wind speed and airspeed as a vectors
On the image above, we have model situation, when we are measuring in x axis. We can 
see, that there is high value of crosswind from y axis. That’s reason, why signal goes to 
receiver on longer trajectory.  To compensate this, we have to calculate length of the 
longer trajectory. In favor of that we can use measured data, from measurement before. 
This method use successive approximation. So we will calculate φ angles and we adjust 
distance d separately under airspeed vector and wind speed vector.
We would calculate angles under airspeed and wind speed vector:
    (2.8)
Then we have to divide distance d between sensors into 2 parts, das refer distance 
Illustration 1.1: Wind speed as a vector
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under airspeed vector and dws under wind speed vector. As we calculated this distances 
in previous measurement, we can update them accord equations:
   (2.9)
  (2.10)
so  now just  count  das and  dws and  we have  distance  for  new calculation.  This 
correction is obligatory, when we want to measure higher wind speed values, for wind 
speed lower than tenth of airspeed is useless this correction.
4
2 COMPONENT DESCRIPTION
2.1 Murata ultrasonic sensors
In favor  of  realization  anemometer  we will  use MA40S4R/S ultrasonic  transducers. 
They  work  on  40  kHz  ultrasound  frequency  so  the  suitable  input  signal  of  the 
transmitter is harmonic sinusoid signal on 40 kHz with voltage till  20 V pp. Murata 
transducers have a capacitance character with a capacity 2550 pF. [2]
Illustration  2.1:  Attenuation  characteristics  of  sound  pressure  by  
distance [2]
Receiver has sensitivity -63 +/- 3 dB, transmitter is able to send signal till 120 +/- 
2 dB. With a 80° is suitable for an application, which operate on a distance between 
0,2 and 4 m. [2]
Our anemometer takes 0,5 m between the sensors. From the image above we can 
suppose that there will be attenuation caused by diffusion loss on a spherical surface 
and absorption loss by medium. In our case we can expect attenuation 15 dB. It means 
that in case of 20 V peak to peak input sine signal we would receive same delayed 3 V 
pp sine signal. Actually there are another attenuations, so receiver give us only 200 mV 
pp delayed signal.
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2.2 TI evaluation board
We  can  see  our  development  board  by  TI  on  image  below.  From  included  board 
peripherals we used:
○ OLED Graphics Display - to draw here title of our application,  speed of 
sound in x and y axis and other useful information, that we aren’t received signal 
in reserved time or information about peak to peak value of this signal.
○ USB Device interface - microcontroller was programmed and debugged via 
USB
○ In-circuit Debug interface - was using on the beginning of the development. 
With 2 axis measurement there wasn’t sufficient amounts of pins, which don’t 
use debug mode.
○ 30 pin I/O breakout headers - we made module board, which connects to 
pin headers. Between used pins are ADC 0, 2, 3 pins, PWM output pins 3 and 4, 
digital I/O pins C3, C5, D2 and D7 and ground, 3,3 and 15 V pins.
Illustration 2.2: Stellaris LM3S8962 Evaluation Board Layout [4]
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2.3 Microcontroller
Used  TI  evaluation  board  includes  Stellaris  LM3S8962  microcontroller.  It  is 
system-on-chip designed around the ARM Cortex-M3 core. This ARM core processor 
includes  standard  microcontroller  peripherals,  from  which  we  used  Timer,  PWM 
generator, AD converter and digital I/O pins.[17]
Microcontroller includes 64 kB SRAM data memory and 256 kB flash memory for 
our program. For our purposes we used less than 1 kB of SRAM memory. Our code as 
well  can’t  use  all  potential  of  used  microcontroller.  This  opens  door  to  further 
development. More sophisticated correction can be added. [17]
Illustration  2.3:  Block  diagram  of  Stellaris  
LM3S8962 microcontroller [17]
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2.4 Non-inverting operational amplifier
For  purposes  of  amplification  non-inverting  amplifier  was  used.  We  can  calculate 
output voltage of the circuit via equation [8]:
(3.1)
where Vin is input voltage. R1 and R2 are resistors and their values in Ω will set 
ratio of amplification. Gain of amplification A will be [9]:
(3.2)
and for completeness gain in logarithmic scale will be:
(3.3)
There are two ways to power supply this circuit, both are used in our application 
[9]:
● Split power supply
Typical for amplification of AC signals without DC component. Circuit is supplied 
by symmetrical voltage, positive and negative both with same value. Disadvantage is 
obligation of generating negative voltage.
Illustration  2.4:  Non-inverting  operational  
amplifier [8]
Illustration  2.5:  Split  
power supplied OA [9]
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● Single power supply
Favorable  for  circuits  without  negative  voltage.  This  could  be  useful  too  in 
amplifiers with positive output range. Input signal should have DC component with half 
voltage  compared  to  supply  voltage.  Hence  if  input  signal  is  without  such  DC 
component, we have to separate it by input capacitor and then connect DC component. 
It  can  be  easily  created  by  two  serial  resistors  with  same  value.  Terminations  are 
connected to supply voltage and ground and between resistors are half voltage. Output 
capacitor on image below takes place only if output signal without DC component is 
demanded.
2.5 Comparator
Compared to an operational amplifier comparator has only 2 output states. Base of the 
comparator is the same - an operational amplifier. Moreover are used two transistors 
NPN. Output of comparator is connected to the collector of outer transistor. The emitter 
is connected to the ground. So if the transistor is open, output of comparator is in low 
voltage level. So close transistor cause high level. [3]
Input  signal  of  comparator  are  voltage  reference  and  input  signal.  Voltage 
reference is constant voltage level set by two resistor in range of supply voltage. Input 
signal is variable and is in same voltage range. 
First image is inverting comparator. Signal is connected to negative input. When 
signal is below reference, output is high. Signal above reference makes output low.
Illustration 2.6: Single power  
supplied OA [9]
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Second image show non-inverting comparator.  Compared with the previous this 
connection has reversed input pins. Signal below reference makes output low and signal 
above high. In our application both types of connection take place.
2.6 Voltage inverter
Voltage inverter is used to gain negative voltage used in symmetrical power source in 
the amplification circuit.  It allowed us to obtain better  amplification performance in 
pwm signal amplifier and then transmit signal with higher peak to peak voltage. In favor 
of that we can receive higher voltage level on the receiver and so better signal to noise 
ratio.
We can see operating principle of switched capacitor regulator on image below. 
Integrated  oscillator  works  at  25  kHz  [13].  With  that  frequency  is  switching  cap 
capacitor on image C1. Once is charging by positive input voltage on one side of cap. 
The other side of cap with negative pole ground is connected to ground. So the switch 
1 and 3 is turn on. And then C1 is providing energy. Instead of switch 1 and 3 are turned 
on switch 2 and 4.  So ground is  connected  on positive  pole of capacitor  and from 
negative one we can take negative voltage in our application 15V.
Illustration 2.7: Inverting comparator [3]
Illustration 2.8: Non-inverting comparator [3]
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Illustration 2.9: Switched capacitor regulator [5]
Used voltage inverter is LT1054 by TI in DIP case. There is current limit 100 mA, 
which is more than sufficient. We have measured that our amplifier doesn’t consume 
more than 30 mA. Moreover is working only fraction of the time. Connection of our 
voltage inverter circuit was listed from data sheet and can be seen on image below. [13]
Illustration 2.10: TI LT1054 voltage inverter [13]
2.7 Temperature sensor
As was said, speed of wind is strongly dependent on temperature. For this reason is 
obvious,  that  we need  measure  temperature  too.  Most  easy  way how to  do  that  is 
thermistor. It is nonlinear resistor, which is strongly dependent on temperature.
Relationship  between resistance  and temperature  can be approximated  to  linear 
first order model, then we can calculate change in resistance ΔR [Ω] with following 
equation [10]:
(3.4)
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where k [-] is temperature coefficient and ΔT [K] is change of temperature.
There are two types of thermistors [10]:
● PTC -  Positive  temperature  coefficient.  The resistance  increase  with  increasing 
temperature and temperature coefficient k is positive.
● NTC - Negative temperature coefficient. The resistance decrease with increasing 
temperature. Temperature coefficient k is negative.
For purposes of our application, NTC thermistor by Vishay was used. Its resistance 
in 25°C ambient is 10 kΩ in and measurement range is -40 °C to 125 °C. Data-sheet of 
this component has complete table of impedance for each 5 °C change within the whole 
range.  Hence  the  measurements  of  temperature  between  stated  values  can  be 
enumerated with linear approximation equation calculation stated above. Thermistor has 
± 3 % diversity in impedance value, so 25 degree calibration will be necessary. [11]
We can see most simple way how to connect thermistor with microcontroller on 
image above. It’s from Arduino temperature measurement test application. Analog in is 
connected  to  microcontroller  built  in  AD converter.  Thermistor  with 10 kΩ resistor 
create  voltage  divider.  One side  is  connected  to  the  ground and the  other  to  ADC 
reference, in our case 3,3 V. With the lowest temperatures the impedance of thermistor 
will be near infinite and ADC will measure near 0 V. On the other hand the higher 
temperature put impedance on near 0 Ω values and we will measure 3,3 V with ADC.
 
Illustration 2.11: Thermistor connection [12]
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3 ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
This chapter puts together simplified block diagram design, schematics of circuits and 
their simulations. Results of simulations permit us to improve schematic connection.
3.1 Block diagram
To illustrate how works our anemometer, simplified block diagram was created. For this 
purpose LibreOffice Draw open source software was used. Image can be seen below. 
Boxes are separated into three parts. External components, TI evaluation board and its 
module.
We used microcontroller built in PWM generator to create 40 kHz signal. Then the 
signal pass through bandpass filter  to eliminate DC component and higher harmonic 
components  of  square  signal.  Weak  harmonic  signal  is  amplified  and  emitted  by 
ultrasonic transmitter.
There is 1,5 ms delay to spread ultrasonic signal between transducers. We measure 
delay time with microcontroller timer. This delay is dependent on wind speed. 
Receiving signal is amplified. When received signal reached comparator, its output 
comes  to  higher  level  and  with  rising  edge  on  GPIO  input  port  we  can  detect 
interruption.
Illustration 3.1: Anemometer block diagram
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Temperature sensor is used to correct airspeed reach better precision of calculated 
wind speed. Results of measurements and calculation of wind speed are printed on the 
TI evaluation board built in Screen.
3.2 PWM filter and amplifier
Signal from PWM generator has as a high level 3,3 V and as a low 0 V. To use whole 
potential of transmitter we have to adjust this PWM signal to obtain 40 kHz harmonic 
signal with amplitude 20 V peak to peak. 
Our  PWM  signal  is  square  wave  signal  with  DC component  on  1,65  V.  DC 
component is not suitable for usage with symmetrical power supplied amplifier.  For 
elimination of DC component was chosen CR high pass filter. Cutoff frequency with 
capacitor 10 nF and resistor 470 Ω is 33,9 kHz. Lower frequencies will be attenuated.
Square wave signal is composed from many harmonic components. First harmonic 
component is on frequency 40 kHz. Another ones are odd multiple of the first one. So 
we would like to eliminate 120 kHz, 200 kHz and higher harmonic components. For 
this purpose was designed second order RC low pass filter. Used capacitor has 10 nF 
and resistor 390 Ω. This values shift cutoff frequency to 40,8 kHz. Used filter has dual 
attenuation.  That’s  12  dB  per  octave,  so  the  third  harmonic  component  will  be 
attenuated by 24 dB [7]. 
For amplification we used operational amplifier TL071 by Texas Instruments. It’s 
commonly using low noise power amplifier with power supply voltage till  ±18 V [6]. 
Slew rate is 13 V/μs and it permit us to amplify frequencies till 1 MHz [6]. We will use 
symmetrical power supply by 15 V with non-inverting connection. We set amplification 
with 3 kΩ resistor R1 and 80kΩ feedback resistor R2. These values amplify signal by 
28. That’s 28 dB amplification.
We can see connection of this circuit on image below. This was created in Pspice 
software by Orcad for the purposes of simulation. Instead of TI evaluation board PWM 
generator takes place artificial pulse generator. V1 and V2 in volts set low and high 
level of pulse. PER is period of the generating signal and PW its width, both in μs. TR 
and TF in ns are rising and falling edge width.
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As Murata ultrasonic has capacitance character, sensor was substituted by capacitor 
with same capacitance value as the sensor.
Simulations result can be seen on image below. Input PWM signal is curve colored 
by cyan blue. Positive input of operational amplifier is yellow one. We can see almost 
same behavior on negative input drawn by red colored. The difference is only phase 
shift. Amplified signal measured on output of amplifier is pink one. We can see almost 
harmonic  signal  18  V  peak  to  peak  on  40  kHz  as  was  aimed.  Higher  harmonic 
components of square signal influenced result by shift of peak closer to beginning of the 
period. As was attenuated third harmonic component by 24 dB, was amplified then by 
28 dB. The result is amplification by 4 dB.
Illustration 3.2: Schematic of band pass filter and amplifier circuit
Illustration 3.3: Simulation of band pass filter with amplifier
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3.3 Amplification of received signal and comparator
For amplification of received signal was aim to use operational amplifier which permit 
us supply it by 3,3 V and ground. Such operational amplifier has to be rail to rail one 
with desired voltage in specification. This requirements comply dual amplifier TS912 
by STMicroelectronics  [16]. Unfortunately this one doesn’t include Pspice component 
library. Another rail to rail low voltage amplifier which can be found there is TLV2262 
by TI and was chosen for a simulation.
As was said amplifier  has unsymmetrical  power supply.  It  require add to input 
signal  DC component  on  1,65  V  to  shift  it  into  working  range.  We  reach  this  by 
connection of positive input through resistor to 1,65 V branch. To keep DC component 
hear capacitor C1 takes places. Another solution could be connect receiver directly to 
positive input and 1,65 V branch.
For simulation of received harmonic signal by ultrasonic sensor VSIN source was 
used. VAMPL is amplitude of generating wave and was changing to simulate different 
conditions depending on environment and whether within usage.
Common voltage level during testing was 0,5 V peak to peak. In basis of that was 
set  ratio of resistors R1 and R2. Values 10 kΩ and feedback resistor 47  kΩ ensure 
multiple of 5,7 of input signal on the output. So if we received 0,5 V peak to peak, 
output signal would be 2,85 V.
The amplified output of operational amplifier is connected on a positive input of 
the comparator  LM339 by STMicroelectronics.  It  is  widely using comparator  which 
works with 3,3 V logic and therefore the output of this comparator can be connected 
directly to the digital input port of TI evaluation board.
Illustration 3.4: Schematic of receiving amplifier with comparator
For the first simulation was set 0,1 V amplitude in VSIN source. So received signal 
has 0,2 V peak to peak on image above curve with green colour. First adjustment by 
adding DC component is blue one curve. This signal is connected to positive input of 
operational amplifier. Course of negative input can be seen on orange coloured curve. 
The output of operational amplifier is cyan blue curve. Its positive peak reach 2,2 V. 
The pink line is comparator reference one. So when output of amplifier reach 2,08 V set 
on reference, output of comparator coloured by yellow will be on positive voltage level. 
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It will caused GPIO input port interruption on TI evaluation board. Here we can see 
another important fact. GPIO interrupt is delayed 5  μs in case of 0,1 V amplitude on 
a received signal.
Illustration 3.5: Simulation of receiving circuit with 0,2 V input signal
In the second simulation was set 2 V peak to peak in VSIN source. Theoretical 
maximum what we can received as was stated above is 3V. So this is the case when we 
received possibly maximum voltage level on receiver. The curves on image below have 
the same colours as in case above. When amplification should be above 3,3 V or below 
0 V voltage level, amplifier just keep same voltage level as the power supply is. This is 
important  to  be  allowed  us  measure  amplitude  of  analog  signal  by  analog/digital 
converter integrated in TI evaluation board. In case of such strong signal on input, the 
delay of GPIO interrupt will be only 1,5 μs. The difference of 3,5 μs between the case 
before can produce difference of wind speed about 1 m/s. So that’s reason why use 
analog/digital converter to digitize first quarter of amplified signal. With information 
about amplitude we can eliminate this on amplitude dependent delay and more accurate 
the results.
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Illustration 3.6: Simulation of receiving circuit with 2 V input signal
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4 IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 Printed circuit board
We realized another various analog circuits. At first circuits were completed in solder-
less breadboard and then TI evaluation board module was created. Module board can be 
connected above TI board via PC connectors.
PCB design was created with Eagle software by CadSoft. This is multi platform OS 
software easy to use, ideal for manual routing. Program show unconnected pads and 
pins and include design rule check. We can set various design rules as a minimum pads 
width, minimum route width or minimum clear space between routes and this tool then 
correct final design according ours demands.
Dimensions of our module was given by dimensions of TI board. Its width is 62 
mm and length 116 mm. But from length we can’t occupy more than 60 mm to don’t 
cover display. [4]
All used electronics components are axial, placed on top and soldered on bottom of 
PCB. On each of TI board larger side are two lines of brought out pins with 2,54 mm. 
Between them is free space with width 43 mm. All integrated circuits are in DIP case. 
For this type of component is optimal makes routes wider. All have 0,4 mm with same 
space between them.
PCB was created by positive photo-way process. It’s cheap way how to create PCB 
in laboratory with commonly available chemical substances and positive photo-resist 
fiberglass board. Mirror inverted layout was printed on tracing paper put on a board and 
illuminated. Then illuminated film was developed in sodium hydroxide solution. After 
that we etched board in hydrochloric  acid with hydrogen peroxide.  Final board was 
cleaned in alcohol and drilled.
We tin-plated the board at first and then planted by used components. Made board 
with it's mother board and from bottom layer is on images below.
Illustration 4.1: Made module board photos
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4.2 Oscilloscope captures
First captured images are transducers signals.  First  channel is  transmitter  signal and 
second receiver.  The capture on the left  is  zoomed out  to see all  transmitted  pulse. 
PWM  generator  is  turned  on  and  timer  starts  counting  time.  In  the  moment  of 
interruption PWM generator is turned off. This gives us width of transmitted pulse. We 
can see received respond on channel two. Here appear the most significant imprecision. 
Width of rising edge is not always same. This width is random and also depend on 
ambient conditions.
We can see detail of rising edge width on second image. The first channel on this 
capture is amplified signal from receiver, which is connected to the comparator input. 
On channel two is comparator output, connected to GPIO input port too.  In this case it  
has  taken  15  signal  period  to  reach  full  amplitude.  From  it  7  period  is  delayed 
comparator respond. It’s 175 ms another delay.  If it  was shift 1 period, it  would be 
imprecision 5 m/s.
Illustration 4.2: Oscilloscope capture - transmitter and receiver signal
Illustration 4.3: Oscilloscope capture - ADC input and comparator output
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4.3 Code development
Code was developed in Code composer studio 4.2 by TI. CCS was installed from 
kit included CD. It also contain programming examples, driver libraries and and header 
files, which form application programming interface - API. [15]
Within development  of code Stellaris  peripheral  driver  library user's  guide was 
great aid [14]. It contain basic description of all peripherals programming API. It also 
includes example of use of every peripherals.
All c code was written into anemometer c file. All orders, processes and functions 
are accompanied with a lot of comments. It’s divided to few section on the beginning. 
After release notes include files, global variable with its defines can be found. Then 
interrupt handler functions can be found. Below interrupt handler functions the rest of 
functions can be found. All of them are called from main function, where the program 
starts.  On  the  beginning  initialization  functions  takes  place.  Code  continue  with 
a component functions. Their behavior is controlled with flag global variable with its 
definitions for every value. First function is preparing PWM for measurement in chosen 
axis. Then after timer interrupt function inform that measurement hasn’t done and sets 
flag to start again. After digital input port interruption ADC sample function is called. 
Then function to capture time from timer is called. The rest are function to calculate 
peak to peak value from ADC sequence, function to make averages of peak to peak 
values  and  wind  calculation  function.  From  time  to  time  function  to  calculate 
temperature is called.
On the bottom of the code is main function with its infinite while loop. On the 
beginning of the main are local variables with calling of initialization function. Behind 
that while loop start. There are few if condition inside. These conditions test flag global 
variable and inside of each concretes functions are called.
4.4 Flowcharts
To  describe  how  works  our  anemometer  flowchart  was  created.  It’s  divided  into 
sections and functions as was illustrated above. Flowchart take account to whole code 
inside anemometer c file,  which was created for this application.  Every part will  be 
described separately below.
For creation of this diagrams LibreOffice Draw was used.
4.4.1 Header files, Global variable and Defines
Included header files are chosen for used peripherals and microcontroller. It permit us 
using drive Stellaris driver API functions. Variable flag has defined all its states above. 
It let us know every time what was done and what has to be done. Variable adc_array is 
used to save here samples from AD converter. Constant variable timer_load_set is used 
to set time for timer interruption. Its value 31250 refers to 2,5 ms with 12,5 MHz clock 
speed.
After this initialization main function is called.
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Illustration 4.4: Flowchart 1 - Header files, Global variables and Defines
4.4.2 Interrupt handler functions
These functions are called from startup_ccs c file. There were added declarations, which 
link  interrupts  handler  function  and lines  in  vector  interrupts  table  with  demanding 
interruptions.
Timer interrupt occurs when no signal was received in reserved time. It means that 
some error could happen or that we have no visibility between sensors. Handler turn off 
all  interrupt  and  timer  peripheral.  Then  flag  is  increased  by  TIMER_INT  defined 
number and the result is number which is equal to X_TIMER_INT or Y_TIMER_INT 
depends if the measurement was in x or y axis. After that program continue in place, 
where was before this interrupt.
Port C and D interrupt handlers are same. External comparator on port C gives 
rising edge when received signal is higher than high reference. External comparator on 
port D gives rising edge when signal is lower than low reference. When occur one of 
that interrupt, signal was received.
Handler disable all  interrupt and timer,  increase flag variable by GPIO_INT, so 
next value refer to X_GPIO_INT or Y_GPIO_INT.
Illustration  4.5: Flowchart  2 -  Interruption  
handlers
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4.4.3 Main function
Function  start  with  local  variable  definitions.  t  is  used  to  capture  time  from timer, 
tx_array and ty_array are used to buffer time averages from measurements before. For 
calculation  of  ADC  sequence  peak  to  peak  value,  adc_pp  takes  place.  Then 
adc_ppx_aver and adc_ppy_aver are used for averaging of actual adc_pp value.  The 
temp variable serve for temperature measurement. The last variables are i, j, k, l and 
serve for counting in a cycles.
Program continue with display initialization. On first line of the display is printed 
application name. After that initialization functions are called.
Program continues in infinite while loop. Here flag variable is tested. On first level 
there are 3 if  conditions.  With first  condition pwm_prepare  function is  called.  Here 
starts measurement in x or y axis. Second condition is fulfilled after timer interrupt. It 
means  that  no  signal  was  received,  so  it’s  triggered  timer_post_int  function.  If  we 
received signal,  third condition  is  fulfilled.  When flag doesn’t  fulfill  any condition, 
program is waiting on interrupt.
Functions inside third condition serve to measure received signal and to calculate 
wind speed. In first adc_sample function is stored captured ADC samples to adc_array 
field. The function is called with address of first field of adc_array.
Then gpio_post_int gives us measured time and if the time is in correct range, it set 
flag to X_WIND_CALC or Y_WIND_CALC state. Otherwise it set flag to measure 
again with X_PWM or Y_PWM state. 
In  adc_peaktopeak  function  is  calculated  ADC  peak  to  peak  value  of  stored 
sequence. Therefore as input argument is first field of captured ADC sequence. The 
function returns actual adc_pp value. Then function adc_pp_average is called to inform 
us about adc_pp value. To see adc_pp averaged value from last ADC sequences. As 
input  argument  are  adc_pp  variable  and  addresses  of  adc_ppx_aver,  adc_ppy  and 
i variables.
Forth conditions  tests  flag  if  measurement  results  are  convenient  to  add actual 
measured time to wind speed calculation. With 32th calling of this function, new wind 
speed value is calculated. Input arguments are t with actual measured time, adc_pp for 
time  correction  based  on  peak  to  peak  ADC value  of  received  signal.  Then  temp 
variable  to  adjust  airspeed  constant  to  actual  temperature  condition.  Addresses  of 
tx_array and ty_array are given to count 32 time values in first position in array and 
keep last averages here. Address of i and j variables let us know number of order this 
function.
The last what can be measured is temperature. To don’t measure every cycle we 
measure when wind speed for x axis was updated. In that moment i variable is equal to 
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0. Illustration 4.6: Flowchart 3 - Main function
4.4.4 Initialization functions
These functions are called on the beginning of main function before its  while loop. 
Their content with its comment could be written according programming examples.
Timer is configured as a 32-bit down counting timer. Then timer interruption is 
enabled.
Our  gpio_init  function  set  4  digital  I/O  pins  which  we  use  for  digital  input 
interruption. So there are enabled ports refer to these pins. Then is registered interrupt 
handler names for both ports. Using pins are set as input analog type with strength 2 
mA. Then is set interrupt on rising edge and cleared interrupt status for these pins. At 
the end we enable interrupt on port level.
In pwmgen_init function PWM0 is enabled at first. We are using 2 of 3 included 
generators. Gen 2 to measurement in x axis and generator 1 in y axis. We set digital I/O 
pins  which  correspond  with  generator  2  and  1  as  PWM pins.  Then  generators  are 
configured to work in up-down mode without sync with period 40 kHz. Duty cycle is 
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set to 50 % for both and then are enabled their outputs. Flag is set hear to its first state 
X_PWM.
The last is adc_init function. We enable ADC peripheral, configure sequence 0 to 3 
to be triggered by processor. Sequence 0 will capture 8 samples when is triggered, 1 and 
2 will capture 4 samples. These sequences are used to sample received amplified analog 
signal. Sequence 3 is used for temperature measurement. It measure always on channel 
3,  so it’s  configured 1 configuring step here.  We set maximum sampling frequency 
500 kSa/s to capture analog received signal every 2 μs.
Illustration 4.7: Flowchart 4 - Initializations
4.4.5 PWM prepare function
Function  is  called  inside  of  first  condition  of  main  function.  From  here 
measurement starts.
At first is set 2,5 ms time to discount from timer load constant and timer is enabled. 
Then we test which axis will be measured. We enable PWM for set axis, clear interrupt 
status flag for digital input pins where we expect interruption and we enable interruption 
on pins level here. 
Then is configured step 0 to 7 on ADC sequence 0 and step 0 to 3 on sequence 
1 and 2. We configure channel and ADC interrupt status flag to be set when last sample 
is done. Then we set our global variable flag to X_PWM_SET or Y_PWM_SET state. 
After that is cleared ADC interrupt status flag for all 3 sequences and all are enabled. 
The last order enable all of interruption.
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      Illustration 4.8: Flowchart 5 - PWM prepare function
4.4.6 Timer post interrupt function
Function is called after timer interrupt from main function. At first we test from 
which axis interrupt happened. Then is disabled refer PWM generator and printed on 
a screen  in  which axis  timer  interrupt  happened.  After  that  is  disabled  digital  input 
interruption on pin level and flag is set to measure in another axis. Program wait here 
5 ms and then next measurement can be tried.
Illustration 4.9: Flowchart 6 - Timer post interrupt function
4.4.7 ADC sample function
This function is called immediately after digital input interrupt from main function. 
ADC sample function takes 128 samples every 2 μs. For that purpose the function has 
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address of first field adc_array.
When first  ADC sequence  is  capturing  first  8  samples,  there  are  16  μs  before 
sampling sequence is complete. With clock frequency 12,5 MHz it is 200 clock cycles. 
In  these  cycles  program has  to  called  this  function,  then  initialized  local  variables, 
cleared  i  counting  variable  and moved into i  loop. If  all  of  it  has done program is 
waiting up to sequence 0 status flag will be set.  If we reach waiting condition later, 
there can be few not sampled periods of receiving signal, which don’t affect our basic 
signal amplitude correction.
When program pass while waiting loop of sequence 0, ADC sequence 1 status flag 
is cleared and sequence is triggered. This sequence is taking 4 samples so we have 8 μs 
to get date from sequence 0. At first its 8 samples are stored to local array variable 
adc_value_0 with 8 fields. Then we adjust address value of adc_array address with i 
parameter and clear j counting variable. Flowchart show j loop cycle with we copy data 
from adc_value_0 array in j position to content of address increased by j parameter. For 
better optimization loop was unrolled and instead of loop we put here 8 copy orders 
with  appropriate  index number.  We checked  in  generated  assembler  code,  that  this 
version takes 16 clock cycles instead of 32.
Data from the other sequences are taken by similar way. Every cycle of i loop is 
taken 16 samples so i is increased by 16 to access appropriate position in adc_array.
Illustration 4.10: Flowchart 7 - ADC sample function
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4.4.8 GPIO post interrupt function
The gpio_post_int function is called from main after adc_sample function. At first is 
defined t variable. Then is tested flag parameter to let us know, which PWM generator 
has to be switch off. Digital input interrupt on pin level is disabled and flag is set to next 
state, X_WIND_CALC or Y_WIND_CALC. 
After  that  we  get  value  from  timer  and  we  calculate  measured  time  as 
a complement to timer_load_set. If we were discounting from 31250 (2,5 ms) and signal 
takes 1,5 ms to spread between sensor, we has to measure 18750. Actually this value 
can be from 2500 to 5000 higher because of another details. There are some correction 
of this error later.
At the end we test t value if it is in correct range. Values below 1 ms correspond 
with 170 m/s. It is 12500 clock cycles, so if timer has lower value than 15000, digital 
input interrupt could happened because of received noise or some reflected signal. In 
that case we set flag for next measurement. Program returns measured time and exit.
Illustration 4.11: Flowchart 8 - GPIO post interrupt function
4.4.9 ADC peak to peak function
The  adc_peaktopeak  function  is  called  after  gpio_post_int  from  main  function.  It 
calculate  difference  between  maximum  and  minimum  of  sampled  sequence.  If  we 
multiply this  number  by 3,3 and divided by 1000, we had peak to  peak voltage  of 
received signal.
The function has adc_array address as input argument. There are local variable on 
the beginning. Then is tested if flag is set to X_PWM or Y_PWM state. If flag fulfill 
this condition, program exit from function. This can happen for too low measured time.
At first program clear max and put to min high value. As we sampled 128 values, 
program stay in i loop for 128 cycles. In every step takes one value from adc_array and 
store to adc_value local variable. Than actual adc_value is tested if it is higher than max 
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or lower than min to update them.
When i  loop is done,  program calculate  ADC peak to peak value.  If  adc_pp is 
lower than 800, received signal is too weak to include measured time to calculation. So 
program set flag for another measurement and wind calculation will be skipped. Most of 
measurements have adc_pp higher than 900, therefore it  permit us choose measured 
time from better signal quality.
Program returns adc_pp value and exit do continue in main loop.
Illustration 4.12: Flowchart 9 - ADC peak to peak function
4.4.10 ADC average function
This function serve only to inform us about amplitude of receiving signal. Its results 
aren’t  in  use for  wind wind calculation.  It  was  created  for  development  version  of 
anemometer  to let  us know little about amplitude affection for computation of wind 
speed. When we shadowed little bit space between sensors, we could see as amplitude 
value goes down and airspeed goes to negative values because delayed response of 
comparator.
At  first  local  variables  are  loaded.  Then  program  test  from  which  axis  has 
measured sequence to know where store results. If flag is not in wind calculation state, 
sequence is too weak or measured time too low. So in that case program exit.
Program continue inside one of two flag conditions. One of them adc_ppx_aver or 
adc_ppy_aver  variable  is  loaded  with  its  counting  index.  We increase  adc_pp_aver 
variable by actual adc_pp value. If it is 32th calculation, value is shifted down by 5 and 
adc_pp_aver value is printed on a screen with correspondent axis comment. Then we 
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draw  data  on  a  screen  and  zero  adc_pp_aver.  Before  exit  adc_ppx_aver  or 
adc_ppy_aver and counting index is updated.
Illustration 4.13: Flowchart 10 - ADC peak to peak average calculation
4.4.11 Wind calculation function
Function  apply  amplitude  correction  with  every  correctly  measured  time.  Then  is 
increased by its value another variable and program goes to exit. with every 32th call 
proper wind speed calculation is applied.
As input arguments serve t with actual measured time, temp with temperature value 
and addresses of tx_array, ty_array and counting variables.
Correction based on peak to peak value can compensate another delay till 200 us. 
When received signal is lower, comparator can respond few period of received signal 
later and error could be up to 50 m/s. This 200 us correspond with difference between 
peak to peak 0,33 V. This results were acquired by testing.
Local variables are loaded. Then is loaded values from content of pointer addresses 
for axis where was measured time. There is difference between sensors for x and for 
y axis.  So to d variable  is  loaded distance calculating axis.  Then is  changed flag to 
prepare it for another measurement. If it is lower than 32th calculation program only 
increment counter and goes to exit. Otherwise program continue.
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First place in tx or ty array where we have sum of 32 measured time is shifted to 
correct  range.  We don’t  need actual  time in this  moment  any more,  so we put last 
average inside. Then we clear counting index and we set to 1 k variable to serve us in 
k loop. Here we shift last measured averages close to zero index. When we quit from 
the loop, we increase t by 8th average put on last t_array position last average. We clear 
first element of t_array to adding measured time in another call of this function. We 
shift t by 3 to make average of 8 element sum. So now we have in t variable average of 
last 256 measured time.
Now calculation of airspeed accord actual temperature condition takes place. As in 
measured  interval  dependence  of  airspeed  is  almost  linearly  on  temperature,  we 
calculate airspeed as vs = 331 + 0,6* temperature. There are to zero position more to 
calculate with 2 decimal places.
Now  speed  of  propagation  between  sensors  can  be  calculated  as 
v = (d/1000) / (t/12 500 000) *100. Where d is  distance  in mm so it’s  multiplied  by 
1000.  Measured  time  is  incremented  every  clock  cycle  so  it’s  divided  by  clock 
frequency and all is multiplied by 100 to have 2 decimal places. If we adjust equitation 
to have all numbers before variable, we obtain 1250000*d/t as in flowchart below can 
be seen.
Wind speed can be calculated then by subtract airspeed from propagation speed. In 
non windy condition we would obtain 0 as a result. Then is calculated remainder final 
wind speed is printed on a screen.
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Illustration 4.14: Flowchart 11 - Wind speed calculation
4.4.12 Temperature calculation function
Function  for  temperature  calculation  is  called  after  wind  calculation  function  when 
airspeed was updated in x axis. Function returns calculated temperature.
Local  variables  are  adc_value  to  captured ADC value from thermistor  channel, 
then temp and temp_div for temperature and its divider and output to generate here 
output string.
ADC  is  interrupt  status  is  cleared  and  conversion  is  triggered.  We  wait  until 
conversion is in progress. Then we store sampled value to adc_value and temperature 
can be calculated.
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As dependence of impedance of our negative coefficient thermistor on temperature 
is nonlinear, we divided measured range to few intervals, where characteristic can be 
linearized. Enumerated temperature value has 3 decimal places.
First 2 intervals are for negative temperatures and further 3 for positive. In first 
interval we put adc value into t at first, then is decreased by 125, so we have negative 
number between 0 and 125. Then we multiply this by 257. It give temperature degree 
unit and because this interval is for temperatures below 20 degrees we have decrease 
temperature by 20000 to obtain result between -20000 and lower, it correspond with 
temperatures  of below -20°C.  In positive  ranges we decrease adc_value  only by its 
minimum value, so result is positive. The rest is the same only we increase temp by 
30000 or 50000 in two last intervals, to obtain temperatures higher than 30 or 50 °C.
Last  section  calculate  divider  with  one  decimal  place  at  first.  Then  we  put 
temperature to correct range. We put divider to positive range to doesn’t have minus 
symbol after decimal point on a screen. We generate output string, than is drawn on the 
screen, t is returned and program goes to exit.
Illustration 4.15: Flowchart 12 - Temperature measurement and calculation
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5 RESULTS
There  are  two  parts,  which  were  developing.  Hardware  part  with  its  circuits, 
components, simulations and module board creation and digital part with its code and 
its  documentation.  Both  was  moved  to  functional  version  in  laboratory  conditions. 
There hasn’t  been done any measurements  in outer  conditions  with various weather 
conditions. But we can estimate preciseness about +/- 5 m/s for both x and y value of 
wind speed.
5.1 Hardware
We’ve  built  analog  bandpass  filter  to  adjust  PWM  signal.  In  favor  of  that  we’ve 
obtained 40 kHz harmonic sinus signal. Then we construct an amplifier to reach 20 V 
peak to peak on its output. On this amplifier we’ve connected ultrasonic transmitter. 
We were receiving signal from 50 cm distance.  From ultrasonic receiver we’ve 
obtained 200 mV peak to peak signal. We’ve added DC component and used rail to rail 
operational  amplifier  to amplify input signal.  Amplification has been set  to used all 
range of AD converter. 
Furthermore we’ve used external comparator with amplified received signal on its 
inputs. Comparator gives us rising edge with higher value than top reference or lower 
value than bottom reference. 
We’ve implemented all circuits to one layer printed circuit board suitable connect 
as a module to TI evaluation board. Sensors has been put on wooden holders, which 
keep them in rectangular angle between axis.
5.2 Software
Software was the main part of the development. All created code is in anemometer c file 
and is separated into few functions. Program use peripherals from microcontroller to 
control  created  hardware.  It  enable  PWM  and  Timer  and  wait  for  digital  input 
interruption, so it let us react on received signal as soon as possible.
Program calculate  new value  in  x  or  y  axis  with  every  32th  measurement.  In 
practice it refers to about 1 s. For calculation last 256 measured time delays is used. It 
use  signal  strength  correction  as  well  as  temperature  correction  to  adjust  airspeed 
constant.
Written  code  is  well  documented  so  it  is  suitable  for  further  development  and 
improvements.
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CONCLUSION
Technical
From our aims we successfully built up 2 axis works anemometer. Basic amplitude and 
temperature corrections are included. It exclude error like 50 m/s with obstacle between 
sensors. But still there are a lot of method how to improve preciseness. Sensors could be 
changed  by the  another  which  includes  transmitter  and  receiver  in  one  component. 
Comparator should make interruption with lower reference and more advanced ADC 
input signal processing could be included.
Cortex-M3 Stellaris  platform is  suitable  for  this  application.  It  has  much  more 
potential, than we used. We programmed all the code in c language using driver library 
API with some checking in assembler language. It permit give us know what exactly is 
processor doing in some critical parts and let us work reasonable complexity. 
Personal
I've get to know theoretical background and methods how to construct an anemometer. 
Then I familiarized me with ultrasonic sensors and possibilities of their usage.  I've get 
practice with few types of operational amplifiers and comparator in various connection. 
Great benefit of this project was improved knowledge of c language and its usage in 
practice.
Spanish  speaking  environment  was  considerable  experience  for  me  as  well  as 
writing in English. Erasmus in Valencia was great experience. I enjoyed Spanish warm 
climate and nature of  local people.
Finally I would like to thank to my co-worker from Ireland and especially to my 
director for his willingness to solving problems.
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